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ABSTRACT
Signatures of oceanic internal waves are frequently
visible on Synthetic Aperture Radar images. The
observed radar backscatter modulations are due to
induced surface current variations, but the degree of
modulation depend on several factors, such as the phase
speed of the internal waves, the ambient wind and
viewing geometry. Dimensional analysis is here used to
derive simplified expressions relating the observed radar
backscatter modulation to relevant geophysical
parameters. The derived expressions agree well with
simulations with a sophisticated radar imaging model,
which is used to determine the free parameters.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Internal solitary waves (ISW) propagating on the ocean
pycnocline induce surface currents which can reach 1
m/s or more. These currents modify the small scale
surface roughness, and for this reason the ISW can be
observed in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images
[1]. One example from the South China Sea is shown in
Figure 1. The degree of the roughness modulation, as
expressed by the amplitude of the normalised radar
cross section (NRCS) across the ISW signature, is
related to the strength of the ISW, i.e. its amplitude,
length scale and induced surface current. However, this
relationship is also strongly dependent on the SAR
imaging geometry and radar wavelength, as well as
surface wind speed and direction.
Our aim is to find a relationship between the surface
current induced by oceanic internal waves (solitons) and
the modulation of the NRCS which can be measured
with SAR. Such a relationship will depend on several
factors, and we will here use dimensional analysis to
establish a simplified expression.
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based on input of geophysical parameters such as wind
speed and direction; stability of the atmospheric
boundary layer; ocean surface current and surface films.
Based on this wave spectrum, the radar module
calculates the radar return (for both VV and HH
polarisations) due to quasispecular reflection, Bragg
scattering and breaking waves.

SIMULATED RADAR SIGNATURES OF
INTERNAL WAVES

A sophisticated radar imaging model (hereinafter
referred to as “RIM”) described in [2], [3], [4] and [5]
will be used to simulate the NRCS modulations induced
by internal solitary waves. This model consists of a
hydrodynamic module and a radar module. The
hydrodynamic module calculates a wave spectrum

Figure 1: Signature of an internal solitary wave
(soliton) on an Envisat ASAR scene from the South
China Sea acquired 18 May 2006. Transects within
the white box are shown in Figure 2.
The surface current induced by a soliton as derived from
classical two layer Korteweg-deVries (KdV) theory [6]
is given by:

u ( x) =u max sec h(

2πx
),
L

(1)

where umax is the maximum induced surface current, x is
horizontal distance, and L is a parameter characterising
the width of the soliton. The soliton is here assumed to
be of depression type, which is by far the most common.
For the case of Figure 1, polarisation is vertical,
incidence angle is 30 degrees, and L is estimated to
2000 m. According to the NCEP GFS forecast model,
the wind direction was inclined by 70 degrees from the
IW propagation direction, which was directly towards
the SAR sensor. Based on this and surface current given
by Eq. 1, the NRCS is simulated for various values of
umax and wind speeds, as shown in Figure 2.

scattering, and also indirectly by generation of shorter
Bragg waves. Hence we will find here the relaxation
length of the shortest waves which are modulated by the
current. Consistent with [3], [4] and [5], the relaxation
length will be defined by:

λ = cg T ,

(2)

where cg is the group velocity of the modulated surface
waves, and T is the relaxation time defined by:

T≡

Figure 2: Black lines are 11 adjacent transects of
NRCS across the ISW profile of Figure 1, and the
red line is their mean. The blue lines are simulated
NRCS with RIM for wind speed and maximum ISW
induced surface current as given in legend.
It is seen that very good agreement with the observed
NRCS is obtained for umax of 1 m/s and a wind speed of
7.5 m/s. The actual surface current induced by the ISW
is unknown, but an actual wind speed of 7 m/s given by
the NCEP model indicates that the simulated NRCS is
realistic.

3.

A RADAR MODULATION TRANSFER
FUNCTION

We will in this section use dimensional analysis to find
a simplified relation between the observed NRCS and
the relevant geophysical parameters. Thus we will first
construct some nondimensional parameters. Two length
scales relevant for internal solitary waves are the
characteristic width (L) and the relaxation length of the
surface waves which are modulated by the induced
current gradients. The distance (D) between the
minimum and maximum NRCS values can be measured
directly from the SAR image. Assuming that the
maximum and minimum NRCS correspond to largest
current gradients (negative and positive), it can easily be
shown by differentiation of Eq. 1 that D is proportional
to L by a factor of 1.32. Hence L can be estimated
directly from a SAR image.
The relaxation length is however not a directly visible
parameter, and must be parameterized. The NRCS is
highly sensitive to ocean waves of the same scale as the
radar wavelength, which is typically 2-20 cm for most
SAR instruments. Such short waves propagate normally
too short distances to be directly modulated by current
gradients from internal waves, see e.g. [5]. However,
longer waves on meter scale are modulated, leading to
enhanced wave breaking, contributing directly to radar

1

ωβ

,

(3)

where ω is the angular frequency of the surface waves,
and β is a wind growth rate parameter traditionally
parameterized by:
2

 u* 
 .
c

β = cβ 

(4)

Here cβ is a dimensionless parameter which can be
parameterized or determined empirically, c is the phase
speed of the surface waves, and u* is the wind friction
velocity. Inserting (3) and (4) into (2) we get for the
relaxation length:

λ=

c3
g
=
,
2
2
2cβ u* ω 2cβ u* k 2

(5)

where k is the wavenumber of the surface waves, and
we have used the relation

c = g / k = 2cg valid for

deep water.
A dimensionless parameter may then be formed by the
ratio of these two length scales:

λ

L

=

g
.
2
2cβ u* k 2 L

(6)

In practical situations, the friction velocity will not be
known accurately, and hence we will use the wind speed
W at 10 m height, as a substitute for u*. Then, by
removing the dimensionless numbers, we form the
following dimensionless parameter:

π1 ≡

g
.
k W 2L
2

(7)

For the propagating internal wave soliton, two velocity
scales are relevant; the phase speed ciw , and the
induced surface current velocity. This induced current
varies across the IW profile according to Eq. 1, and has
a maximum ( umax ) above the IW trough. Hence we can
form a second nondimensional parameter by:

π2 ≡

umax
.
ciw

(8)

The modulation of the radar backscatter due to the IW
will here be quantified by

∆σ ≡ 10 log10

σ max
σ min

.

(9)

Finally, we assume the following simple relation
between the roughness modulation and the two
nondimensional parameters:
∆σ = απ 1π 2 ,
(10)
where α is a parameter which can be determined from
measurements or numerical simulations. We did not
above consider the strong dependence of the wind
growth rate parameter on wind direction relative to the
ISW propagation direction, and hence this dependence
is lumped into the α parameter. The nondimensional
parameters could here for generality be raised to any
rational power, but as will be seen, taking these as 1 is
adequate. Eq. 10 may alternatively be expressed in term
of a transfer function:

T≡

∆σ

π2

= απ 1 .

(11)

For a fixed radar wavenumber and incidence angle, we
hence expect the relationship

∆σ
const.
=
.
umax ciw LW 2

(12)

To test the validity of Eq. 12, we simulate ∆σ with the
RIM model for all possible combinations of the
following parameter ranges:
• u max = 0.2, 0.5, 1 m/s
•
•

L = 200, 1000, 4000 m
ciw = 0.5, 1, 1.5 m/s

•

W = 4, 7, 11, 15 m/s

Simulations for C-band with fixed incidence angle of 30
degrees are plotted on Figure 3 for three different wind
directions. We see that the simulated values indeed
follow nicely the assumed relationship. Some more
scattering and higher modulations are found for wind
along the ISW propagation direction; this could be
related to resonance between wind speed and the ISW
group velocity.

Figure 3: Relationship given by Eq. (12) simulated
with the RIM model for VV polarization, 30 degrees
incidence angle and wind along (top), perpendicular
to (middle) and opposite to (bottom) the ISW
propagation direction.

By extending the above exercise, α can be tabulated for
any radar wavelength and wind direction. Care must
however be taken for steep incidence angles, where the
radar signal is dominated by specular reflection which
may not follow the relation of Eq. 12.
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